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A Migrant Heart is about departures and arrivals, uprooting and attachment, resettling and
returning. Denis Sampson left Ireland as a student, leaving behind the farming countryside of his
childhood, the city of Dublin where he was educated, and the history and culture of his native
country. He arrived in the cosmopolitan city of Montreal and discovered he was not the only one
in search of a new life; and then that search became his life. He also discovered many different
ways to return to Ireland, until slowly, what was painfully forced apart was rejoined in a life lived
in two places and cultures.

That rarest of things these publishing days, an intellectual autobiography, A Migrant Heart walks
the reader through a life equally of mind and place. Denis Sampson's journey, told with quiet
grace, follows the road so many take to Canada - via the map of their own culture and
upbringing. A gentle, thoughtful exploration of one Irishman's rambles. - Charles Foran --This
text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorDenis Sampson is the author of Outstaring
Nature's Eye, The Fiction of John McGahern (Lilliput Press, 1993), Brian Moore: The
Chameleon Novelist (Doubleday, 1998) and Young John McGahern: Becoming a Novelist
(Oxford University Press, 2012). He lives in Montreal and Kilkenny. Website: denissampson.com
--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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For Gay, searching in her own way,whose love has been the greatest gift.

“…and I settle a migrant heart again in this otherwhere”Eamon Grennan“Dublin-Poughkeepsie:
Bread Knife in Exile”
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PROLOGUEI am sitting in the Caffè Stella Polare in Trieste in the late afternoon. The brochure
for the James Joyce walking tour led me to this café, where the Irishman had once spent
evenings drinking. For the past hour or two I have been looking for some of the places
associated with his decade of uncertain settling in Trieste a century ago, the years when he
distanced himself from his childhood and youth in Dublin, and from the persona of the artist as
superior young man. Here Joyce embraced Leopold Bloom, the down-on-his-luck, middle-aged
Jew, as the hero of Ulysses, his book of wandering, and I try to imagine the crossroads of many
cultures he found in this great commercial port of the Austro-Hungarian empire. Lovers and
families now stroll on the molos, the broad quays that jut into the Adriatic, but there are no longer
any ships setting out to travel the oceans, no sailors spending months at sea, finding their way
by the Pole star.I did not come here to follow the traces of my countryman’s exile. Over the
decades of my friendship with Iztok in Montreal, he has mentioned this city so often, and this
region stretching from Venice to Ljubljana. It is the world of his first years before emigrating to



Canada, of the past decade of regular returns, and of all his life, a place of shifting borders and
histories, of nostalgia and brutality, of loss and desire. In print and over glasses of Tokaj, he has
challenged the romantic images of Jan Morris, who writes about the city as “nowhere,” and
corrected Hemingway’s superficial knowledge of the Italian-Slovenian borderlands and
battlefields. Iztok has brought back wines for me from vineyards above Trieste, which all have
their histories. We have actually met in Venice on the Zattere, and ate and drank in his haunts in
Dorsoduro and Giudecca, but I have always known that this place farther east is Iztok’s world, a
place of nightmares and memories I could never hope to enter. Our friendship is of Montreal, the
place of our displacement, and although he has not expressed any wish to visit Ireland, I have
wanted for years to see his other place beyond Venice, beyond tourism, where corrections are
always necessary.I am sitting in the Caffè Stella Polare when I suddenly realize something about
Iztok, and about myself. I realize that through all our years in Montreal, a Pole star has hovered
above each of us. Whatever his friends might think of his obsessive and loving preoccupation
with minute details of linguistic or historical accuracy, each detail is the trace of Slovenian lives
that disappeared during the Italian occupation, or the German occupation that followed, or the
Communist exterminations and silencings that came after. In the preface to a volume of his
translations of the poems of Edvard Kocbek, he wrote: “In a country as small as Slovenia, what
to you is history, is autobiography to me. The volume, like the lives of my parents, of Kocbek’s
generation, is divided into three parts: Before, During, and After. The During is the Second World
War, a civil war in Slovenia, because of which I’m a Canadian and because of which my parents
even now sigh, ‘If things changed down there, we’d go back in a minute.’” But there is something
about this sigh that reveals what he knows – that they would not go back. Nor did they, even
when it became possible in the nineties, and in this they are like many post-war migrants in
Canada. Following their “After,” there was another After.And as soon as I think of the celestial
metaphor for Iztok’s life, I remember standing with my father on a dark night some distance away
from the farmhouse of my childhood in the west of Ireland and looking up at the night sky. More
than fifty years ago, he showed me the stars that make up the Plough and how to find the North
Star by following a line from the two stars at its extremity. This life-long farmer, my father, had
ploughed these fields. He had no reason to know more than this one celestial formation, or
indeed anything about the night sky except for signs he might find there that would help him
predict the weather for the next day’s work. He lived in the same place all his life, the farm on the
shores of Lough Derg, on the border between counties Clare and Galway, and now I realize that
this memory coming to me in the café in Trieste is offering me something for myself at this late
stage of my life away from that countryside.

I

ONEI am lying in the pram beside the breakfast room window, waking up from my afternoon nap.
My mother must have positioned the pram here so that she could keep an eye on me from



outside, where she is working in her flower garden. Suddenly, I am aware of her on the other side
of the window looking in, waving to me and speaking. Something about her suggests urgency,
anxiety, and it may be that I have drawn her attention by an effort to get out of the pram, or by
rocking it, or perhaps I have cried out. We are separated by the glass of the high window, and it
seems as if that prevents me from hearing her.I know now it is possible to be heard through that
window, but in my memory of the scene I believe she is calling to me and that her voice is lost. I
expect she was urging me to stay still while she made her way up the path that ran alongside the
house and around and in by the front door. I can remember no more than the expression on my
mother’s face, and maybe not even that, for the larger, compound memory that really remains is
of my mother in her garden after she washed up the dinner things in the middle of the day and
the men went back to work in the fields.This first image of our separate worlds is of a time so
early in my life that I doubt sometimes I do truly remember it. Perhaps it is one of those events
remembered by her and retold to me so that I came to believe it is my own pure memory. Yet that
is unlikely for there is nothing for her to recall, unless I actually leaped from the pram. This was
simply a fleeting image of mine, some tremor that touched a nerve inside me, perhaps her
tension transplanted into me.My mother’s lost voice is less like a memory than an image from a
mysterious or troubling dream, more like a prophecy of my own separation or silencing. Or
perhaps the tension transplanted into me is the imprint of her sense of separation and silence,
the record of her own exiled life in this surrogate home she had married into, and her desperate
attachment to me.It would take years for me to recognize such inner wells of feeling and begin to
examine the tensions that drove her and were transplanted into my own life. The person I
thought I knew was always active, a farmer’s daughter from ten miles away, a farmer’s wife, and
she prided herself on her ability to get things done. She moved quickly and decisively, whether it
was making her daily loaves of brown bread and white, and, once a week, fruitcake, queen
cakes, or spotted dog; washing the clothes on Monday morning, hanging them out to dry on the
line or stretched on the box hedges near the orchard gate, and then watching for signs of rain,
and multiple trips in and out to test them, until she could get them dry enough for ironing; and
then there were the animals – feeding hens and calves, washing the utensils in the dairy after
the milking was done, morning and evening. The jobs were constant each day, each week, each
year. “No rest for the wicked,” she would say, repeating her mother’s expression, although I don’t
think she believed she was in any way wicked. She was a silent worker who took no time to
indulge in any sense of estrangement she might feel from where she was.I came to know her
garden well through all the summer days of my childhood: the fuchsia against the wall of the
shed at the end, the overwhelming smell of lavender when I brushed against the big plants that
overhung the narrow path, the multicoloured dahlias, the sweet william, the phlox, the
carnations, the border plants, all mixed up in my mind but pleasing as I walked down the whole
length of the garden for it was a surprise to come upon another dahlia or sweet william of a
different colour from the last one.My mother had a plan for the garden, even though it wasn’t
obvious to me. And she always seemed to have work to do in it, spring, summer, and autumn,



moving a plant here or there, tidying up those that were dying off, watering, staking the tall ones,
pruning and clipping: she never stopped. I knew that is how she wanted it to be, so that the time,
her own time, was filled with love until she had to prepare the afternoon tea and the men had to
be attended to once more.Soon I recognized that her garden was different, essentially different
from everything else in her life, the fierce energy and purpose that animated her around the
house and in the farmyard different from the tension that went into the care of her pride and joy.
In her garden she was a supreme artist. There she was far away from the place of her everyday
limitations. And now I know that I too was her pride and joy, and that in some way, the creating of
her garden and the dream she had for my life are connected.*There was no need to speak as we
lifted the prow of the boat enough to ease it down the gravel so that it began to float on the
shallow lake water. Only the bald coots in the reeds reacted, with a shriek and a flutter, the
sounds echoing across the still bay. I got in first, my father’s grip at the prow holding it firm while I
stepped over seats and then sat at the back, my weight lifting the prow a little more off the gravel
so that the entire boat was floating. Now he could leap on board and launch the boat all at once.
A moment of uncertainty as he steadied himself, and then relief: the first part was done.He stood
by the middle seat and, taking one oar in silence, braced the tip in turn against the post of the
boatshed, against the bluebell covered rock within jumping distance of the shore, against the
stone embedded on the sandy bottom, moving the boat through a semi-circular reverse until
finally the prow was pointing out into the bay and he could settle down with the two oars fitted
over the tugpins; and then the even pull to the fishing place could begin.I always hung over the
back watching the perch fry scatter from the sandy shallows as the boat turned, and then, as we
moved into open water, watched out for the tall rushes ahead, much taller than me if I stood up,
for if the boat cut through a grove of rushes I would quickly grab one as they passed and try to
cut the tough green tube against the edge of the boat. You had to be fast, all one motion, or you
lost the chance as the boat sped by, and it often happened that the rush was too tough for my
little hands and wouldn’t cut through in time, and as I looked back in regret I would see the tall
graceful stem bent over, damaged, and I would catch a glimpse then of the stone farmhouse on
the hillside above the lake as it receded into the distance.We reached the mouth of the bay near
the island, and it was time to let out the lines. My father stopped rowing and put away the oars.
We had the lake to ourselves these Sunday mornings after Mass. There was no one trolling in
our bay and, as far as we could see, there were no boats between ourselves and the Tipperary
hills a few miles across the water. Sometimes it was cloudy or rainy, the slate-blue surface
mirroring the sky, but my father thought this the best weather for fishing. Best too was a gentle
breeze that scarcely rippled the water but was enough to carry the drifting boat once the baited
lines were let out. The two slender rods were the length of the boat, like wands anchored against
the tugpins, one on either side.We drifted in a trance of stillness and anticipation. My father took
out a cigarette and lit up. He smoked Sweet Afton, and it was on one of these mornings that he
read out to me the words of Robert Burns on the gold and white box. “Flow gently, sweet Afton,
among thy green braes / Flow gently, I’ll sing thee a song in thy praise.” They were the only lines



of poetry he ever read to me, ever read for himself, it may be, for he was not a reader. He was a
farmer who never in his whole lifetime read a book or often took much interest in the printed
word.The only part of the Irish Independent he took seriously was the page of death notices. The
entire back page was full of these notices, and I remember he turned first to that page. The test
of its value to him was, of course, that he might find there the announcement of someone’s
death, someone he knew from the village or neighbouring villages, whose funeral he should
attend. If he found such an announcement, he would read it out to my mother; that was the only
thing he ever read out to her, the only news that really seemed to have a bearing on his life, apart
from the cattle market report and the weather forecast which preceded the evening news on
Radio Eireann.So this moment when he read the fragment of Burns is memorable, the only
suggestion I can recall that my father could appreciate lyrical language or any literary effect
whatsoever. The smell of the bluish smoke and the cool of the lakewater and the empty sky
mingled with the lyrics of Burns and with my father as he was in that interlude. Ever after,
whenever he took out his cigarettes, I thought of the words of Burns that had transformed the
lake that I knew, and ever after, this Shannon lake was every other magical lake, of Wordsworth
and Yeats especially.The setting out across the bay towards the island, the silence and the
stillness, remain with me, more pleasurable than what came later. After his second or third
cigarette, after drifting across the bay once or twice, sometimes we’d hear a tremor on the line
as the hook snagged a weed, then our first real bite, and my father would jump into action,
grabbing the rod as the line began to run out from the screaming reel, and the tip of the rod
curved with the strain as he slowly began to wind it in and let it go again, playing the fish as his
excitement built, suddenly finding words, speculating about the size, hoping his catch would stay
hooked, waiting for the moment when he would sense the fish growing tired, fighting with less
strength against the relentless winding in, until suddenly the fish would break the surface of the
water, and my father would spot him parting the water as he came towards us, struggling.“Pass
me the net,” my father would direct me, and with one hand he would jerk the fish out of the water
with a sweep of the rod while with the other he would stretch out the net and capture it. The
tension would subside at that instant, for sometimes at the final stage, as the fish came towards
the boat, or even in the netting action, the fish would wriggle off the hook. But now it was in, the
hook removed from its bleeding gills, and it was on the floorboards flapping its tail in terror, so
that its whole body flipped over and back in my direction. This was the part I didn’t like, and it
could go on for a long time, the flapping and jerking becoming intermittent, the fish slowly dying
on the boards.By now my father had quickly reset the line and probably had another perch
landed or had grown immune to the presence of the first one, resuming his patient watch in
silence, his bluish smoke drifting skywards. At the end of the morning, when we would hear my
mother blowing the whistle to call us in to dinner, we might have three, four, or five perch, and
after we returned to the boathouse and tied the boat to the post, he would take out his penknife,
cut a hazel sapling, a good one that had a fork, and on it he would suspend the fish by driving it
though their bleeding gills.It is the sound of the flapping fish that I still remember, the slow dying,



and even though my father liked the companionship, and I went with him for years, I did not
become a fisherman. After I began to read, I would bring along a book and, to his disgust, spend
my time lost in it, sitting at the back of the boat.*I knew the stillness and the quiet on the lake
suited him, reflected his own nature. I accepted his solitary behaviour in this patient,
contemplative role as his way of being, and accepted it for myself too. Although I did not become
a fisherman, the lake was central to his life and in some way, I now imagine, its disciplines of
silence became central to mine too.On Sunday mornings, and every evening in summertime, he
went trolling for trout or perch; in May, it was the dapping, floating the May-fly on the surface, or
dry-fly fishing, and in season, he set lines for eels that he would check at dawn. In shooting
season, he had various hiding places in the rushes along the shoreline where he would wait for
wild duck. The practical benefits of his fishing and shooting activities, and the pleasure he
derived from bringing in a good catch, were secondary, I believe, to the experience of being
there, close to the water, and I often wonder about the intimacy between the lake and my father’s
inner life that had grown over a lifetime. He was not a nature mystic, nor indeed did he pay
particular attention to any aspects of nature that were not of immediate use to him; nor was he a
religious man, yet the routines of his relationship with the lake had established a bond that was
consoling, calming, restorative of an inner peace, an anchor that is often associated, in the
simplest and most profound ways, with prayer and religious ceremonies.Apart from being an
extension of the house and the farm, it sometimes seemed that the social life of the house
yielded place to the reality of the lake and the river Shannon it was part of. It was a separate
water world that we could see from the house, its character changing from minute to minute. As
the wind rose or fell, it could be placid or wave-tossed, a translucent mirror or a dark place of
upheaval and whitecaps, a place for languorous sailing on the far shore at Dromineer or a
treacherous waterway that would empty of all boats when storms blew up. As the light was
filtered by the clouds passing above, or by all the variations of mist and rain, it could be a surface
so clean and clear that the Tipperary hills seemed only yards away or an impenetrable space of
darkness and foreboding. Long before I had read Wordsworth’s poems of his lakeland in all its
moods, my lake had become part of me, as I think it was part of my father. Reading its character,
respecting its separate reality, were habits of mind for both of us.But if I felt that my father was in
his true element here, by this lake where he had spent his entire life, the house and farm too
were part of who he was. On the lake, he seemed to have a kind of respect for its authority and
its mystery, his silence here a kind of awe that I also knew from going to Mass. But his taciturn
character became a deeper and more troubling mystery.
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Brian, “Beautifully written with total honesty. A literary critic who has previously analysed the
work of Irish novelists finally finds his own wonderful voice in a captivating memoir”

msullivan, “Wonderful poetic flavour - typically Irish. Lovely memoir - enjoyed every minute of it.
Thank you for sharing your story, Denis.”

The book by Denis Sampson has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 3 people have provided feedback.
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